
LABELING
SYSTEMS

LABELING SYSTEMS THAT SEEMLESSLY MATE UP TO LAKEWOOD’S 
FILLING EQUIPMENT

               C1 Labeling System

• 1500” per minute label dispense speed
• 12” label roll diameter with 3” ID core standard
• Changeover is quick and easy with simple left hand  
  or right hand labeling heads

800-366-6705  /  info@lakewoodpm.com  /  lakewoodpm.com

Labeler Capacities

Capacity
1500” per minute label dispense speed

LABELING

(Two Quadrel Stepper 
Driven Labelers 
shown on a 
Lakewood 
Dual Lane 
Labeling 
Conveyor)

Labeler Options
Stepper Driven 

Servo Driven
Clear Label Sensor

Labeler Options

The C1 labels at speeds up to 1500” per minute label dispense 
speed while maintaining accuracy and reliable performance. 
Equipped with a high torque 4 phase digital stepping motor 
along with a fan cooled microstepping motor controller with 
fault protection. 

The C1 has a photoelectric fork style label detect sensor in-
cluding a product detect sensor with a universal mount. 

Call for more information on Quadrel Labeling Systems.

C1 
Labeling Head
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APPLICATION
Top/Side/Bottom

This custom applicator features a 12” label roll diameter capacity with 3” ID core standard. 
Changeover is quick and easy with simple left hand or right hand labeling heads.

The C1 labels at speeds up to 1500” per minute label dispense speed while maintaining accuracy 
and reliable performance. 

PRODUCTS
Flat Surfaced

PRODUCTION RATE
1500” per minute label 
dispense speed

Equipped with a high torque 4 phase digital stepping motor along with a 
fan cooled microstepping motor controller with fault protection.

The C1 has a photoelectric fork style label detect sensor including a 
product detect sensor with a universal mount. 

The M1.5 microprocessor features 50 label presets, touchpad 
controls, product and label counters and line speed compensation. This 
HMI provides password protected set-up screens with digital speed and 
delay controls along with full system diagnostics for ease of 
troubleshooting.

Call for a copy of the manufacturer’s brochure
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Also Available: 
Labeling heads offering 3,000” per minute label dispense 
speeds, and 16” label rolls - Contact us for more information


